
Learning MDL-guided Deision Trees forConstrutor-Based Languages ?C. Ferri-Ram��rez J. Hern�andez-Orallo M.J. Ram��rez-QuintanaDSIC, UPV, Camino de Vera s/n, 46020 Valenia, Spain.fferri,jorallo,mramirezg�dsi.upv.esAbstrat. In this paper, we present a method for generating very ex-pressive deision trees based on several partitions over a funtional logilanguage. First, trees are generated top-down and partitions are seletedaording to the MDL priniple. Seondly, not only is a deision treeobtained, but multiple deision trees an be guided as well by the MDLpriniple. This means that the overall searh spae is soured in a short-to-long fashion, thus allowing for a better use of omputational resoures.The most important result of this paper is a framework for the eÆientgeneration of onstrutor-based models.Keywords: Deision Trees, Indutive Funtional Logi Programming(IFLP), Indutive Logi Programming (ILP), MinimumDesription Length(MDL).1 IntrodutionDeision trees are among the most popular tools for mahine learning and datamining. There are several reasons for this. First, they are an intuitive represen-tation of the onept that is to be learned. Seond, the trees an be onstrutedrelatively fast ompared to other methods. Nonetheless, their greedy behaviourtogether with the absene of baktraking may result in the exploration of parti-tions leading to bad solutions. However, exploring the entire searh spae wouldnot be feasible. It is then neessary to sort out the searh spae in order to �rstobtain the best subset of trees.The top-down indution of deision trees is usually performed in two phases:the building phase and the post-pruning phase. In the �rst phase, a deisiontree is grown by partitioning the input data into two or more subsets using aondition on an attribute (the splitting attribute) until a stopping riterion holds.Then, the pruning phase may remove some nodes to prevent over�tting. Someof these algorithms are CART [2℄, ID3 [16℄, C4.5 [18℄ and FOIL [17℄.However, in the ILP framework, the existing deision-tree algorithms are notapable of dealing diretly with attributes whose values belong to a onstrutor-based data type, suh as the natural numbers de�ned by the 0 and s( )1 onstru-? This work has been partially supported by CICYT under grant TIC 98-0445-C03-C1and Generalitat Valeniana under grant GV00-092-14.1 The s symbol stands for the suessor funtion symbol.



tor symbols, or lists de�ned by the onstrutor symbols emptylist and �( ; )2.This is due to the fat that the type de�nition of an attribute is not onsideredas a splitting riterion. This is usually overome by the use of bakground pred-iates suh as su(X;Y ), member(X;Y ), et., but this an only be solved whenthere are few types and they are known a priori. Nevertheless, onstrutor-basedtypes are not only interesting in the de�nition of funtions but are essential forertain appliations3.In this paper, we present a top-down method for induing deision treesin a funtional logi indutive framework (IFLP) [5℄. We all this approahConstrutor-based Deision-Tree Learning (CDTL) sine the idea is to use thetype information of the funtions to generate the trees. For the learning of atarget funtion f , the training sample is omposed of ground equations whoseleft-hand sides are terms of the form f(: : :) and whose right-hand sides are thefuntion result (the lass in deision-tree terminology). The root node of the treeis an equation of the form f(X1; : : : ; Xn�1) = Xn. The attribute splits proposedhere inlude tests on data types, on reursive de�nitions or on the de�nition ofan attribute as the result of a all to a bakground knowledge funtion. Sine weonsider that the lass is another attribute to be tested, the above split ondi-tions allow for the indution of nested and reursive funtions as well as the useof bakground knowledge in the de�nition of the target funtion. In this way,this algorithm extends the IFLP framework making it onditional and apableof induing funtions with a high arity more eÆiently.Unlike other deision-tree indution algorithms, for whih general-to-spei�or spei�-to-general searhes are used, our approah follows a short-to-longsearh. Hene, the splitting riterion is based on the Minimum DesriptionLength (MDL) priniple. The MDL priniple has been previously used in theindution of deision trees in the post-pruning phase [11, 21℄. Also, the MDLpriniple has been used as a stopping riterion (pre-pruning) [15, 17℄, as a mea-sure for globally evaluating disretizations of ontinuous attributes [14℄, and forrestruturing deision trees [13℄. In our approah, the MDL priniple is used atthe generation phase whih is justi�ed beause other quality riteria based ondisrimination suh as the information gain [18℄, the information gain ratio [18℄or the Gini heuristi [2℄ are not useful for problems suh as f(: : :) = f(: : :) orf(: : :) = g(: : :) with g being a funtion of the bakground knowledge. Anotherreason is that the guidane of the searh by the MDL priniple ensures a bet-ter use of omputational resoures [7, 22℄. On the other hand, the majority ofdeision-tree indution algorithms perform a greedy searh in order to �nd thebest-�rst solution. We also perform a greedy searh for eah solution, but we areable to obtain N solutions and therefore the method is not so prone to getting2 In funtional programming and funtional logi programming, it is usual to de�nea funtion as a program whose equations establish the funtion behavior w.r.t. theonstrutor terms of (some of) its arguments.3 For instane, XML douments are represented as terms of onstrutor-based typesand the handling of these douments requires being able to work with their struture,usually without bakground knowledge to `navigate' inside them.2



bloked by a bad hoie. Eah new solution is built following the onstrutionof a omplete tree by seleting nodes to be split aording to our measure. Itdi�ers from other approahes suh as the boosting method [4, 19℄ whih induesa new deision tree for eah solution.The paper is organised as follows. In Setion 2, we introdue some basinotions about funtions and the IFLP framework. Setion 3 de�nes the set ofpartitions and ompares them with those of some well-known algorithms. Severalriteria for guiding the searh are presented in Setion 4. Some onsiderationsabout unary partitions are analysed in Setion 5. Finally, Setion 6 presents theonlusions.2 Preliminaries and NotationWe briey review some basi onepts about equations, E-uni�ation and theIFLP framework. Let S be a set (of sorts4, also alled types). An S-sorted signa-ture � is an S� � S-sorted family h�w;sjw 2 S�; s 2 Si. f 2 �w;s is a funtionsymbol of arity w and type s; the arity of a funtion symbol expresses whihdata sorts it expets to see as input and in what order, and the s expresses thetype of data it returns. Given f 2 �(s1;:::;sn);s, we de�ne the following auxiliaryonepts:{ Arity(f) = n.{ Arityt(f) denotes the times that the type t is in the string (s1; : : : ; sn).{ Type(f) = s.{ Set Type(f) = fsi; 1 � i � ngAlso, we onsider � as the disjoint union � = C ℄ F of symbols  2 C, alledonstrutors, and symbols f 2 F , alled de�ned funtions. Let X be a ountablyin�nite set of variables. Then T (�;X ) denotes the set of terms built from � andX , and T (C;X ) is the set of onstrutor terms. We extend the Type funtionde�ned above to (sub)terms in a natural way: given a term f(t1; : : : ; tn) wheref 2 �(s1;:::;sn);s, then Type(ti) = si. The set of variables ourring in a termt is denoted V ar(t). A term t is a ground term if V ar(t) = ;. Given a set ofsyntati objets (like terms, variables or funtion symbols) O = fO1; : : : ; Ong,we de�ne Os = fOijType(Oi) = sg. If S is a set of types, then OS = Ss2S Os.A substitution is de�ned as a mapping from the set of variables X into the setof terms T (�;X ). An equation is an expression of the form l = r where l and rare terms. l is alled the left-hand side (lhs) of the equation and r is the right-hand side (rhs). An equational theory E (whih we all program) is a �nite setof equational lauses of the form l = r ( e1; : : : ; en with n � 0 where ei is anequation, 1 � i � n. The theory (and the lauses) are alled onditional if n > 0and unonditional if n = 0. In what follows, a program P de�nes a signature �Pwhih is omposed by the funtion symbols that appear in P .IFLP [5℄ an be de�ned as the funtional (or equational) extension of ILP.The goal is the inferene of a theory (a funtional logi program P ) from ev-idene (a set of positive and optionally negative ground equations E) using a4 A sort is a name for a set of objets. 3



bakground knowledge theory (a funtional logi program B). The rhs of theequations in E are normalised w.r.t. the bakground theory B and to the theoryP , whih is meant to be disovered (target hypothesis). In [5℄ an approximationto the indution of unonditional funtional logi programs has been presentedbased on two operators: Consistent Restrited Generalisation (CRG) and InverseNarrowing. Informally, a CRG of an equation e is another equation whih gen-eralises e without introduing extra variables on the rhs and whih is onsistentwith the evidene.3 Construtor-Based Deision-Tree LearningThe problem of learning deision-tree lassi�ers lies in generating a deisiontree from a set of ases. Eah one is desribed by a vetor of attribute values,and onstruts a mapping from attribute values to lasses. The attributes an beontinuous or disrete, whereas we onsider that the lass may have only disretevalues.In partiular, the most popular systems for learning deision-trees, ID3/C4.5[16, 18, 20℄ perform the following tests in order to split a tree node:{ If the attribute A is of a disrete type T , the node has as many outomes(hildren) as possible values vi of T , with ondition A = vi.{ If the attribute A is of a ontinuous type T , the node has two outomes(hildren), A < t and A � t where t is a threshold that maximises thesplitting riterion.A propositional deision-tree learning an be onstruted with these possiblesplits and a splitting riterion (whih tells whih tests are hosen �rst). In gen-eral, deision trees represent a disjuntion of onditions over the attribute values.Hene, learned trees an also be represented as sets of onditional rules to im-prove their readability.Some ILP systems, like FOIL [17℄ or TILDE [1℄, allow us to introdue reur-sion in the de�nition tree by attening the prediates; however, they do not allowus to deal with problems with (semi)-strutured data based on onstrutors.Given a node � of a deision tree, we denote its set of onditions by C� . TheBoolean funtion leaf(�) returns true if � is a leaf of the tree; �(�) denotes thepartition in �; hildi(�) represents the i-th hild of � and range(�) is the numberof hildren of �. By E� let us denote the set of examples whih are onsistentwith the onditions C� . The open variables OV� of � are the variables that donot appear in the lhs of an equality of a ondition of C� . By OV R� let us denotethe set of variables of real type in OV� . OV NR� = OV� � OV R� . By �i, wedenote eah di�erent type of the set OV NR� .First of all, let us de�ne the possible types we are going to deal with in ourapproah. Table 1 shows these types.Next, in Table 2, we de�ne the possible partitions (splits) that an be madeaording to the types (onsider an equation f(X1; ::; Xn�1) = Xn and (1 � i �n)). Note that, in IFLP, the attribute tests are expressed as equations.4



Kind Desription Type Example Attribute Ex. OrderUDF Unordered Disrete Finite fred; green; blueg green -UDI Unordered Disrete In�nite Lists ons(�; a) -ODF Ordered Disrete Finite flow;med; highg low <ODI Ordered Disrete In�nite Naturals 4 <C (Ordered) Continuous (In�nite) [0.0 . . . 360.0℄ 47:34 <U Unde�ned Type - - -R Restrited (Dummy) Type 5 Elements of a List a -Table 1. Kind of types allowed# Partition on Attribute Xi (Split) Kinds of Types Appliable1 Xi = a1 j Xi = a2 j. . . j Xi = ak Finite (udf,odf)2 Xi = 0 j . . . j Xi = k(Y1; : : : ; Ykm) Construtor based (udi) and (u)3 Xi < t j Xi � t6where t is a threshold Ordered (odf,odi) and Continuous ()4 Xi = Y where Y 2 fX1; : : : ; Xng and Y 6= Xi Disrete (udf,udi,odf,odi) and (u,r)5 Xi = a j Xi 6= a7 udf,odf,odi,,u6 a1 = f(Y1; : : : ; Yn) j : : : j an = f(Y1; : : : ; Yn) allwhere 9!Yi 2 fX1; : : : ; Xng7 Xi = f(Y1; : : : ; Yn) all8 a1 = g(Y1; : : : ; Yn) j : : : j an = g(Y1; : : : ; Yn) : : : allwhere 9!Yi 2 fX1; : : : ; Xng and g 2 �B9 Xi = g(Y1; : : : ; Yn) where g 2 �B allTable 2. Splits allowedAll partitions, exept 4, 7 and 9, split the example set into disjoint subsets.Note that partitions 4, 7 and 9 have only one hild. Sine the variables in on-ditions are existentially quanti�ed, di�erent hildren might give a non-disjointpartition. These kinds of partitions entail an extension of ID3, FOIL and ourCRG method, as is shown in Table 3.4 Guiding the SearhThe previous partitions have to be well handled in order to onvert suh a va-riety of onditions and onstrutors into something useful. The adaptation oflassial splitting riteria, suh as those used by C4.5 / FOIL or CART wouldnot be suitable, beause these measurements are devised to reward partitionswhih orretly disriminate the lass of the result, be it a prediate or a fun-tion. However, this may be misleading for reursive funtions where this reur-sive all appears diretly on the rhs of a rule; for instane, the lhs of the rulesum(X; s(Y )) = s(sum(X;Y )) does not make any bias on the distribution of5 This type is useful for avoiding partitions on types whih are irrelevant.6 Xi < t represents a onstraint whih an be handled by a onstraint solver whihan solve linear real inequalities ([10℄).7 There are extensions of the funtional logi programming whih are able to handledisequalities as onstraints ([6, 9℄). 5



# ID3 FOIL CRG CDTL1 � � � �2 - - � �3 � � - �4 - � � �5 - - - �6 - � - �7 - - - �8 - � - �9 - - - �Table 3. Comparison between splits allowed by CDTL w.r.t. ID3, FOIL,and CRG methodsthe result of the funtion sum. Consequently, a riterion based on this disrim-ination or on a distribution hange would never selet the partitions whih areneeded to generate the previous rule.As we have stated in the introdution, one proper way to order the searhspae is by the desription length of the hypothesis. By de�nition, a top-downonstrution of a deision tree is short-to-long, sine it adds onditions and aftera partition is made the tree is longer to desribe. However, this is not suÆient.The idea is to devise a splitting riterion suh that partitions that presumablylead to shorter trees should be seleted �rst.There exists a suitable paradigm for performing this searh: the MDL prini-ple. If we assume P (h) = 2�K(h) where K(�) is the desriptional (Kolmogorov)omplexity of h, and P (Ejh) = 2�K(Ejh), we an obtain the so-alled maximuma posteriori (MAP) hypothesis as follows [8℄.hMAP = argmaxh2HP (hjE) = argminh2H(K(h) +K(Ejh))This last expression is the MDL priniple, whih means that the best hypothesisis the one whih minimises the sum of the desription of the hypothesis and thedesription of the evidene using the hypothesis. The MDL priniple also hasbeen justi�ed for �rst-order theories (see e.g. [3℄).The idea is that the two terms to be minimised in the expression of the MDLpriniple niely represent the soure and the sink of the information during theonstrution of a deision tree. Initially, when there is only the root of the tree,i.e. the funtion pro�le f(X1; X2; :::; Xn�1) = Xn, the length of the desription ofthe hypothesis K(h) is almost zero (just the pro�le) while the desription of thedata K(Ejh) is large, beause the instane for eah variable has to be providedfor eah example, sine no pattern of the evidene has yet been aptured. At theend of the onstrution of the deision tree, the desription of the hypothesisK(h) may be large, and eah branh onstitutes a rule of the program, while thedesription of the data by using the tree, i.e. K(Ejh), will have been reduedonsiderably. If the resulting tree is good, the term K(h) +K(Ejh) is smallerthan initially.The way to onstrut the tree is to selet those partitions (whose desriptionwill swell the K(h) part) so that the K(Ejh) is redued onsiderably. In other6



words, the best partition will be the one whih minimises the termK(h)+K(Ejh)after the partition.In what follows, we will introdue an approximation for K(Ejh) and then anapproximation for K(h).4.1 Estimate for K(Ejh)Given a node �, a table Ti is onstruted for eah di�erent type �i of the setOV NR� . The table ontains an entry for eah di�erent term of type �i whihappeared in the evidene. With jTij, we denote the number of elements in tableTi. Eah term is denoted by termi;j , with j ranging from 1 to jTij. The informa-tion required for eah entry in the table Info(termi;j) is de�ned in the followingway:{ for �nite disrete types, Info(termi;j) = logn with n being the number ofpossible values of the type8.{ for onstrutor-based types, Info(termi;j) is de�ned as the ost in bits ofseleting the appropriate onstrutors (from the possible set of onstrutorsappliable at eah moment) to desribe the term. For instane, given thelist of naturals [s(0); s(s(s(0))); 0℄, the information of this term is log 2 (forhoosing between the empty list or the onstrutor �( ; )) + log 2 (for hoos-ing between 0 and s( )) + log 2 (for hoosing between 0 and s( ) again) +log 2 (for hoosing between the empty list or the onstrutor �( ; )) + ... .In the end, 4 (the list has three elements) + 2 for the �rst natural, 4 for theseond one and 1 for the last natural, i.e. 11 bits.From here, we an de�ne the information whih is required to desribe the table:InfoTable(Ti) = Ti + Xj=1::jTij Info(termi;j)Note that a table is onstruted for eah di�erent type, not for eah di�erentnon-real open variable (OV NR).Next we have to give a de�nition for the information required to give valuesto all the open variables in order to desribe an example. Given an example efrom E� , we have to ode the substitution for non-real variables (just referring tothe position in its orresponding table) and the substitution for real (ontinuous)variables in a di�erent way. Let us denote the argument k of the lhs of examplee of real type as RealV aluek(e), and let us denote the integer part of r as int(r)and the digits of the non-integer part of r in binary representation as rat(r).We approximate the ost in bits for desribing the real number as InfoR(r) =1 + log int(r) + rat(r). The �rst bit is for the sign. For instane, the number36.25, whih an be represented as 10010.01 in binary notation has InfoR =1+log 36+2 = 8:17 bits. Type ODI (e.g. integers) is made in a similar way (butonly for the integer part). Another possibility would be the use of a onstantvalue for real numbers desribed as oating-point format.8 All logarithms in this paper are binary logarithms.7



# Partition on Attribute X (Split) Info1 Xi = a1 j ... j Xi = ak logOV�2 Xi = 0 j ... j Xi = k(Yl; :::; Ymi) logOV�3 Xi < t j Xi � t logOV� + InfoR(t)4 Xi = Xj i 6= j 1� + logOV� + log(OV� � 1)5 Xi = a j Xi 6= a logOV� + log TCard(Type(Xi))6 a1 = f(:::Xi:::) j ... j ak = f(:::Xi:::) 1 +min[logOV� + logArityType(Xi)(f);logOV Type(f)� + logArity(f)℄7 Xi = f(Y1; :::; Yn) 1� + logOV SetType(f)�8 a1 = g(:::Xi:::) j ... j ak = g(:::Xi:::) 1 +min[logOV� + logArityType(Xi)(g),logOV Type(g)� + logArity(g)℄ + log j��B j9 Xi = g(Y1; :::; Yn) 1�+ 1 +min[logOV� + log j�Type(Xi)B j ,logOV Type(g)� + log j��Bj℄Table 4. Information orresponding to splits allowedFrom here, we an de�ne the information whih is required to ode an exam-ple, given the node � and using the tables, as:Info(ej�) = Xk2OV NR� log jTij+ Xk2OV R�(1 + InfoR(RealV aluek(e)))Note that the �rst part is the same for all the examples.And �nally, we an de�ne the ost of oding the whole set of examples thatfall under �, i.e. E� , as:Info(E� j�) = jE� j+Xi InfoTable(Ti) + Xe2E� Info(ej�)The �rst term odes the number of examples that will be desribed. An exampleis inluded in the appendies.With this, we have an estimate for the seond term of the de�nition of the MDLpriniple, K(h) +K(Ejh). In this way, K(Ejh) �P�2leaves(h) Info(E� j�).4.2 Estimate for K(h)Table 4 inludes the ost in bits of eah partition at a node �, denoted byInfoP (P; �). Note that unary partitions 4, 7 and 9 have an extra bit, denotedby 1�. From this table, given a partition P , its information an be obtained as:InfoPart(P; �) = log 10 + InfoP (P; �)The �rst term is used to selet the partition from the 9 possible partitions(the tenth option orresponds to no split, i.e. a leaf). Note that leaves also haveInfoPart, whih is equal to log 10, beause the node annot be exploited further.And K(h) an be estimated as follows:K(h) � InfoHead(h) + X�2nodes(h) InfoPart(�(�); �)8



where InfoHead(h) aptures the information whih is required to ode thepro�le of the funtion to be learned (whih must inlude the arity and types ofthe funtion).4.3 Information of the TreeFinally, we have to introdue the information for the whole tree. Given a tree Twith root node �, the info of T is de�ned as:InfoTree(E; T ) = InfoHead(T ) + InfoN(E; �)where InfoN(E; �) is obtained reursively in the following way:InfoN(E; �) = 8<: Info(E� j�) if leaf(�)InfoPart(�(�)) + P InfoN(E; hildi(�))i=1::range(�) otherwiseInitially, the tree with just one node only has information about the funtionpro�le. Sine this node is a leaf, InfoTree(E; T ) = InfoHead(T )+Info(E� j�).When the tree is being onstruted, any exploited node � (whih is still a leaf) hasan approximate value for the information, given by Info(E� j�), independentlyof the possible partitions that there ould be underneath. However, when thisnode is exploited, then the value is substituted by the sum of the information ofthe partition and the information required for the hildren subtrees.Sine the �rst approximations are useful when populating and pruning thetree, we will denote the InfoN of a node up to depth d by InfoNd(E; �).Obviously InfoN1(E; �) = InfoN(E; �) whereas InfoN0(E; �) = Info(E� j�).4.4 Construting the Multi-TreeNow we an establish the way in whih one tree is onstruted from the rootf(X1; X2; :::; Xn�1) = Xn, whih is an open node:{ NODE SELECTION CRITERION: From all the open nodes, we selet thenode with less InfoN0(E; �), i.e. with less Info(E� j�). This usually orre-sponds to nodes with less examples.{ SPLIT SELECTION CRITERION: The InfoN1(�) of the node � is deter-mined for every possible split. The split with less InfoN1 is seleted. Itshildren are new open nodes.{ STOPPING CRITERION: a node is losed when the lass is onsistent withall the examples that fall into that node (i.e. E�). The generation of the treestops when all nodes are losed.In some ases, as any greedy method, an initial hoie ould result in atree that is not optimal. Nonetheless, the ontrary strategy, to explore all thepossible splits, would not be feasible. However, a trade-o� an be made. After atree is �nished, we will explore seond-best splits in aordane with spae-timeresoures. In other words, CDTL populates the tree up to a limit number of nodesor time. To do this, we have to establish a new riterion:9



{ TREE SELECTION CRITERION: Consider the set of possible splits atdepth 1 of a node �, where �1 is the best split and �k is the best split thathas not yet been exploited. Let us denote the node with split �1 as �1. Letus denote the node with split �k as �k. We de�ne the `rival ratio' �(�) =InfoN1(�1)=InfoN1(�k). One a tree has been ompletely onstruted, thenext tree an be explored, beginning with the split with the greatest rivalratio. This next tree has to be fully ompleted before seleting another tree.The result of this proess is a multi-tree rather than a tree. Note that the useof information approximations at depth 1 prevents the overexplotation of splitsat the bottom of the tree, where the information is usually redued when goodseletions have been made. This generates a wider variety of trees than wouldbe generated if the real value (depth 1) were used instead.The use of a multi-tree whih is populated in a short-to-long way has someadvantages:{ Eah set of leaves of a solution is a program that overs the evidene.{ The memory resoures and time invested an be better adjusted.{ The proedure generates several solutions. The MDL priniple (K(h) +K(E=h)) or Oam's Razor (K(h)) an be applied to selet the best so-lution.Moreover, these hypotheses ould be ombined to give more preise preditions.Aording to the MAP hypothesis, we an use the previous estimates for thethree a priori probabilities in the Bayes theorem:P (Ejh) = 2�K(Ejh) � 2�P�2leaves(h) Info(E�j�)P (h) = 2�K(h) � 2�[InfoHead(h)+P�2nodes(h) InfoPart(�(�);�)℄ = 2�InfoTree(;jh)P (E) = P (Ejh0) = 2�K(Ejh0) � 2�InfoTree(Ejh0)where h0 represents the empty hypothesis (in our ase, the tree with one node,the funtion pro�le). This gives an approximation for the a posteriori probability.The use of P (hjE) allows for the ombination of the di�erent hypotheses pro-vided by a multi-tree to give more aurate preditions (e.g. through weightedmajority) and to give estimates for the reliability of a predition.5 Coding Exeptions of Unary PartitionsAs stated, some partitions (4, 7 and 9) have only one hild. The reason is that theomplementary sibling node ould not be evaluated under the usual semantisof funtional logi programs. With only one hild, we prevent the generation ofinappropriate programs.However, the existene of just one hild of a node � (whih arries along withit an extra ondition) an involve the fat that some examples are left unovered(denoted by Eu;�), and the tree would not desribe the entire evidene. Theseases should not be avoided, beause some unary partitions an be good for10
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